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BRUSSELS: The European Union is pro-
posing increased humanitarian aid for
Greece, where more than 20,000
refugees and migrants are stuck after
borders were tightened along the
Balkans preventing them from trekking
north to wealthier parts of Europe.

The European Commission, the EU
executive, said yesterday it will put for-
ward a plan on Wednesday to offer emer-
gency financial assistance for humanitari-
an crises inside the 28-nation bloc, com-
parable with operations it has launched
elsewhere in the world. The

Commission’s spokesman, Margaritis
Schinas, told a regular news briefing in
Brussels that the plan was necessary “to
prevent humanitarian suffering as a
result of an unprecedented number of
people arriving in the EU”. Schinas said
the Commission was very concerned
with the outbreak of violence at the
Greek-Macedonian border. He was
speaking as the bloc is gearing up to a
summit on Monday with Turkey, the
main departure site for the vast majority
of people heading to Europe.

More than a million refugees and

migrants arrived in Europe last year-
mostly via Turkey to Greece-and another
130,000 have reached the continent so
far in 2016.

Overwhelmed, Greece and other
countries along the main migration route
have tended to wave the people through
and the influx has brought Europe’s
Schengen zone of free travel to the verge
of collapse. European Commission
President Jean-Claude Juncker talked to
Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras on
Monday and European Council President
Donald Tusk will visit Austria, Slovenia,

Croatia, Macedonia, Greece and Turkey
this week.

Brussels and Berlin, which are battling
to make a joint European plan to allevi-
ate the migration crisis work, are banking
on Turkey to sharply reduce the number
of people embarking for Europe, many of
whom have fled the war in Syria. But a
growing number of EU states are resort-
ing to unilaterally tightening their own
borders, seeking to control the flow of
people and prevent a spike in the arrivals
many expect later in March as the weath-
er improves. Austria, the last stop for

refugees and migrants heading to their
top destination Germany, infuriated
Athens, Berlin and Brussels last month by
announcing daily caps on the number of
people it processes. Chancellor Werner
Faymann defended the step, saying
Austria cannot become a waiting room
for Germany. Tusk, in Vienna on the first
leg of his pre-summit tour along the
Balkans migration route, said after talks
with Faymann: “We must face together
the consequences of our decisions. The
country that we must support in particu-
lar is Greece.” — Reuters

EU to call for emergency humanitarian aid to Greece

PIRAEUS: A woman holds her baby as migrants and refugees arrive at the port of Piraeus yesterday. More than 1000 refugees and migrants dis-
embarked at Piraeus port coming from the islands of the east Aegean sea. —AFP 

IDOMENI, Greece: On foot or by taxi, hundreds
of exhausted refugee families trying to reach
Western Europe flocked yesterday to a burgeon-
ing tent city on Greece’s border with Macedonia,
which has not allowed anybody in for 24 hours,
citing a similar policy by Serbia further north.

The impasse drew strongly worded criticism
from the United Nations refugee agency, which
warned that Europe “is on the cusp of a largely
self-induced humanitarian crisis.”

A UNHCR statement said inconsistent poli-
cies in the continent, which faces its worst
immigration crisis since the end of World War II,
“are causing unnecessary suffering and risk
being at variance with EU and international law
standards.” Greek police say there could be up
to 10,000 people - mostly Syrian and Iraqi
refugees - stuck at the country’s Idomeni border
crossing now in deteriorating conditions.
Hundreds of tents fill the fields stretching
toward the border fence, which is patrolled on
the Macedonian side by scores of regular police,
Macedonian special police forces and police
from other Balkan countries. During the day on
Monday, Macedonia let in only 30 refugees. The
Idomeni crossing has become a key flashpoint
in Europe’s migration crisis. Several European
nations, led by Austria, have imposed refugee
camps and border restrictions over the past 10
days, creating a huge backlog of migrants in
Greece. These unilateral actions have infuriated
Greece and threaten to damage the unity of the
28-nation European Union.

The New York-based Human Rights Watch
rights group directly blamed “discriminatory bor-
der closures” and a cap imposed by Austria for
the situation at Idomeni. “Trapping asylum seek-
ers in Greece is an unconscionable and short-
sighted non-solution that is causing suffering
and violence,” HRW Greece specialist Eva Cosse

said. “It demonstrates once again the EU’s utter
failure to respond collectively and compassion-
ately to refugee flows.”

Persuasion
European Union President Donald Tusk was

in Austria yesterday to try to persuade
Chancellor Werner Faymann to change his mind
about the country’s decision to accept no more
than 80 requests for asylum a day at Austria’s
southern border with Slovenia, but Faymann
said he is holding firm. The cap has caused a rip-
ple effect as other countries southwest of Austria
stop people from getting through.

Faymann said Austria is neither a “waiting
room for Germany” nor - in an allusion to Greece
- prepared to accept the “policy of waving
through” migrants to the rest of the EU through
Austria.

The Greek government, meanwhile, said it
has requested 480 million euros in aid for the
refugee crisis from the EU, under an emergency
plan that foresees about 100,000 people being
stranded in the country.

“That does not mean that this is easy to
manage, or that this is what we can take,” gov-
ernment spokeswoman Olga Gerovassili said.
“There must be a permanent solution on where
the refugees will be relocated and what burden
each country will shoulder, not just financial
but also regarding how many refugees they will
take in.” Some migrants have been waiting at
Idomeni for more than a week. The camp is full
and hundreds more people arrive daily.
Overnight rain soaked many families, who
hung up clothing to dry in the sun yesterday.
Jasmin Rexhepi, head of the aid group Legis,
which has volunteers working in Macedonia on
its borders with Greece and Serbia, told The
Associated Press that Macedonian authorities

were restricting the numbers of migrants they
let through because Serbia only allowed 30
people from a train carrying 410 to cross its
border Monday. He said Macedonia was wait-
ing for Serbia to open that border.

About 70 adults and children, mostly from
Pakistan, have been stuck on the Macedonian
side of the border between two razor-wire
fences for three days. Rexhepi said Macedonian
authorities had been trying to send them back
to Greece because they had crossed the border
illegally, but Greece was refusing to take them.

“We are providing food, water, sleeping bags
and raincoats for this group,” Rexhepi said. On
the Greek side, another group of 150 people
who have been told it ’s their turn to enter
Macedonia have spent days in a large, flimsy
tent in front of the crossing. “I ’ve been at
Idomeni for 10 days and it’s the fourth day I’ve
been waiting to cross over,” said Hassan Rasheed,
27, from Iraq. “Conditions are very bad. There are
many ill children who are coughing, and we
spent the night in this tent under heavy rain.”

The rapid build-up of migrants stuck at
Greece’s northern borders risks leading to a
humanitarian disaster, the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) said yester-
day. “Europe is on the cusp of a largely self-
induced humanitarian crisis”, the UN refugee
agency warned in a statement, urging better
planning and accommodation for all those stuck
in Greece.

The UNHCR also urged al l  EU member
states to reinforce their capacity to register
and process asylum seekers through their
national procedures as well as through the
European relocation scheme. Some 131,724
refugees have crossed the Mediterranean
already this year, slightly less than in the first
half of 2015, it said. —  Agencies

10,000 migrants stuck on 

Greek-Macedonian border 

Europe on cusp of self-induced crisis: UNHCR

BERLIN: Germany’s highest court opened hear-
ings yesterday in a bid to outlaw the country’s
biggest far-right party, which officials accuse of
promoting a racist and anti-Semitic agenda.

It’s the second attempt to secure the ban,
which would be the first of its kind in 60 years.
The German parliament’s upper house, which
represents the country’s 16 state governments,
applied at the end of 2013 for a ban on the
National Democratic Party, or NPD. The states
say it violates the constitution and are keen to
cut off the state funding to which political par-
ties are entitled.

Back in 2003, the Karlsruhe-based Federal
Constitutional Court rejected a first attempt to
ban the party because paid government inform-
ants within the group were partially responsible
for evidence  against it. Officials say there’s no
evidence from informants in the new case.

Bavaria’s  interior minister,  Joachim
Herrmann, told n-tv television that “the NPD is
a danger to our democracy.” He added that “the
NPD benefits from state financing of parties -
that means that tax money is abused for neo-
Nazi propaganda.” The head of Germany’s main
Jewish group, Josef Schuster, said the NPD
wants to create a state “in which there is no
place for minorities.”

Peter Richter, a lawyer representing the NPD,
petitioned for the case against the party to be
closed, arguing there was no credible evidence
that government informants had been removed
from the group. He also sought as the hearing

began to have two of the eight judges, both for-
mer politicians, removed for alleged bias against
the party - a motion that the court rejected.

In a recent statement on the ban proceed-
ings, the NPD asserted that “the real policies of

the German government are extremist, not the
criticism of them,” citing the government’s
actions in the migrant crisis. The NPD com-
plained of “constant hate campaigns against
patriotic dissenters.” —AP

Top German court considers 

bid to outlaw far-right party

BELFAST: Seamus Daly (2L) walks to a car after being released from Maghaberry prison near
Belfast, Northern Ireland yesterday. A British court dropped all charges against Daly, the only
remaining suspect in Northern Ireland’s 1998 Omagh bombing that killed 29 people and
threatened a peace deal in the province. —AFP 

BRUSSELS: If Britons vote to leave the
European Union in their June 23 referen-
dum, Prime Minister David Cameron can
effectively file the divorce papers in person
to fellow EU leaders the next morning in
Brussels. Just how he will arrange his diary,
having scheduled the vote on the first day
of the regular midsummer EU summit, is
not yet clear; from then on, the process of
“Brexit” will only get messier, as Europe’s
fractious leaders haggle their way through
an unprecedented break-up that could take
years to complete.

Article 50 of the Treaty of the European
Union lets a state quit and sets a deadline to
negotiate terms within two years. If by mid-
2018, Britain has not agreed issues like
trade terms or the status of foreign resi-
dents, its membership will simply end —
unless it and all 27 other EU states agree an
extension.

Cameron’s government said this week,
however, that rewriting British laws post-
Brexit and renegotiating relations in trade
and other fields could take a decade, with
an EU divided over other crises and smart-
ing from Britain’s rejection.

No one has a clear idea how events will
unfold once voting ends at 10 p.m. (2100
GMT) on Thursday, June 23. Instant exit
polls will deliver a verdict to Brussels just as
EU leaders are finishing dinner at the
halfway point of their two-day meeting.

If Cameron stays in London for the result,
as some British officials expect, he will fly in
the following morning, either triumphant-
or defeated and facing the possible end of
his own career and opening negotiations
on withdrawing from the bloc.

His experience of sitting out the
Thursday summit session, where he may
delegate his vote to an ally, possibly the
Irish or Dutch, would be one that he, or his
successor, would have to get used to. Once
Britain gives notice it is quitting, it will be
excluded from EU discussions on how to
handle that process.

Cameron, who is campaigning to stay on
the basis of a reform package that he
agreed 10 days ago, says he will not delay in
notifying Brussels if Britons vote to leave. It
is not clear, however, that he could or would
do that formally the next day.

“IT’S OVER”
Some supporters of a Brexit vote have

suggested that formal notification of
Britain’s plan to quit could be delayed to
give EU leaders time to offer better terms
than Cameron’s deal, possibly to a new

British premier if Cameron is forced out.
That seems unlikely, however, and EU

leaders have insisted there can be no com-
ing back from a ‘Leave’ vote once London
has formally started the clock ticking on
Article 50 — ruling out also that Britons
could hold a second referendum and
change their minds to stay in if they do not
like the outcome of talks. “We negotiated a
package to try and save our marriage,” one
senior EU official said.

“If Britain votes to go, it’s over. We nego-
tiate divorce.” Although no member state
has voted to leave in the 60 years of the
Union and its earlier incarnations, territories
such as Algeria have emerged into inde-
pendence. But the most recent departure,
when Greenland quit the EEC membership
it shared with Denmark until 1985, was so
tortuous, even though the trade links were
tiny, that the 2009 Lisbon Treaty redrawing
EU law set the first rules for withdrawal.

“Any Member State may decide to with-
draw from the Union,” states the new Article
50. An agreement on terms needs approval
by a qualified majority of the remaining
member states and the European
Parliament. If there were no deal in two
years, which veteran trade negotiators think
improbable, Britain’s EU membership would
lapse unless all 28 states agreed an exten-
sion. Many eurosceptics say an abrupt exit
would be no problem and that world trade
rules would simply apply. 

EU states would want to maintain
exports into the British market and Britain
would be free to cut its own trade deals
with others. A variety of models including
Norway and Switzerland are available,
though most mean trading some inde-
pendence for access to EU markets.

British law could be reworked, where
needed, to cover gaps in lapsing EU rules.
And the rights of some 2 million Britons liv-
ing and working in Europe could be safe-
guarded reciprocally with those of a similar
number of EU citizens in Britain.

The government paper on Monday
questioned those assumptions, however.
And supporters of EU membership argue
that the EU would drive hard bargains,
not just to gain economic advantage but
to discourage other states from following
Britain to the exit. Fellow leaders face
their own challenges from anti-EU oppo-
nents-not least in French and German
national elections respectively in spring
and autumn next year-so negotiating a
British divorce by mid-2018 may be a
messy business. — Reuters
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CALAIS: About two dozen people protest-
ing the demolition of a sprawling migrant
camp in northern France climbed onto
shanty rooftops yesterday, briefly stalling
the tear-down.

Bulldozer crews plowed through blus-
tery, damp winds, working around the pro-
testers, who ultimately came down from
the buildings. By mid-afternoon, the demo-
lition was proceeding unimpeded.

Earlier in the day, a man and a woman
standing together on a rooftop had warned
police not to approach. The woman then
cut her wrists as officers moved forward.
Baton-wielding police beat the man and
both were removed from the roof. The
woman was conscious, but her condition
wasn’t immediately known. The slow
removal of the encampment in Calais has
angered migrants who live there in squalid
conditions in hopes of reaching a better life
in Britain.

France’s government has offered to relo-
cate uprooted migrants into heated con-
tainers or to centers around France where
they can decide whether to apply for asy-
lum, and officials have blamed activists
from the group No Borders for the ongoing
unrest. But many migrants resist French
offers of help, afraid of hurting their
chances to reach Britain.

The city bordering the Channel has ferry
links and the Eurotunnel rail to England,
and is temporary home to an estimated
4,000 migrants, down from 6,000 in
December. The camp has become a flash-
point between France and Britain, fueling
far-right support in both countries.

“This operation will continue in coming
days, calmly and methodically, providing a
place for  everyone as the government has
committed,” French Interior Minister
Bernard Cazeneuve said in a statement yes-
terday. — AP

Migrants occupy rooftops to 

protest Calais demolition

CALAIS: Migrants keep warm next to a fire as agents dismantle shacks yesterday
in the “Jungle” migrants and refugees camp in the French northern port city of
Calais. — AFP


